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Today’s Agenda The Speed vs. Quality Challenge
➢  The growth of Continuous Delivery & how it’s impacting software quality 

today

Understanding Canary Deployments & Decision Support
➢ Intro to canary deployments and where they fall short in preventing 

production outages

Incorporating Error Metrics into your Canary Deployments
➢ 4 code-level criteria you need to enhance your canary deployments

Hands-On Example
➢ See what it looks like to add error metrics to Spinnaker canary analysis



The Speed vs. 
Quality Challenge



POLL:

How frequently do you 
release software?



Faster time to market
Releasing updates as they become ready means faster delivery of business value 
to customers, and automation means faster deployments.

Higher quality
Multiple stages of automated verification reduce incidence of defects, and 
frequent customer feedback can become part of the product cycle.

Lower risk
Frequent releases of small changes minimize the impact of any one change, and 
make root cause analysis easier, reducing recovery time.

Increased Velocity with Continuous Delivery

Source: Spinnaker



Release new code at 
least once a day

Experience incidents 
at least once a month

Prioritize quality over 
speed

Of developer time 
wasted finding 

and fixing errors

Software Quality Today

Source: State of Software 
Quality 2020 Survey Report

https://resources.overops.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Software_Quality_Survey_2020.pdf
https://resources.overops.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Software_Quality_Survey_2020.pdf


Understanding 
Canary Deployments & 

Decision Support



DevOps Report 2020 Stats



DevOps Report 2020 Stats



Understanding Decision Support
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focus is status quo
very little automation
executive driven
 
  

focus on resilience
automate to dev environment
operations driven

  

focus on velocity
automate everything

engineering driven
 
  

focus on consistency
automate with guardrails

data driven
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Decision Support

Metrics Logs Policies



The Canary Stage



Configuration



Execution of Canary Analysis



Canary Decision Criteria

Infrastructure
CPU, memory, etc.

Performance
Uptime, latency, etc.

Errors
Total number of errors



Today’s Metrics Don’t Paint the Full Picture

Infrastructure
Lack insight into 
application level

Performance
Reactive to customer 

impact

Errors
Inability to classify which 

are new and critical

! ! !



Incorporating Deeper Error 
Metrics into your Canary 

Deployments



Error Metric #1: New Errors

Did the release introduce any errors that didn’t 
previously exist?

Pass: 
No new errors are detected

Detecting never before seen or new 
errors is hard and not always reliable.

Dynamic code analysis "fingerprints" 
your code and can detect new errors in 
live running applications.

As code moves through the CI/CD 
pipeline, dynamic code quality gates 
help identify all new errors that were 
introduced in the release.

Fail: 
Release introduces a new error 
never previously seen



Error Metric #2: Critical Errors

Did the release introduce any severe or show 
stopping errors?

Pass: 
No critical exception types detected

Critical errors can be defined by their 
exception type; NullPointer, 
IndexOutOfBounds, DateParsing, 
YourCustomExcpeption, etc. Knowing if 
these kinds of errors exist in your CI/CD 
pipeline is important.

Many errors go undetected because 
nothing is written to the logs. When 
undetected, these silent "killers" can 
wreak havoc causing excessive 
debugging time.

Fail: 
The release introduces one or more 
predefined critical errors. In a Java 
application, some examples could 
be:

- NullPointerException
- IndexOutOfBoundsException
- InvalidCastException
- AssertionError



Error Metric #3: Resurfaced Errors

Did an error that was previously resolved 
appear again in the current release?

Pass:
No previously resolved errors are detected.

Once an error has been fixed, we don't 
expected it to resurface again. 
Unfortunately, this can happen from 
time to time. 

Having the ability to detect resurfaced 
errors is critical. Knowing the error is 
resurfaced tells me code was merged 
in error and needs immediate attention 
prior to promotion.

Fail:
Release resurfaces a previously fixed issue.



Error Metric #4: Unique Error Total

Did the release introduce an unusually high 
number of many unique (i.e. discrete) errors?

Pass: 
Total number of unique errors falls below the 
standard baseline.

Deduplicating errors can be a challenge 
as stack traces don't always tell the 
whole story.

With dynamic code analysis, you can 
de-duplicate errors at the bytecode 
level – meaning if new code is added 
above or below the offending line of 
code, the error is still deduplicated as 
same error and your unique count will 
not falsely increase.

Fail: 
Release introduces an unusually high number 
of unique errors.



Hands-On Example
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